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Abstract.
Of concern are the minimal and maximal operators on L2(R") associated with the differential expression

Te = J2{id/dxJ + qJ{x))2+ W{x)
j=i
where (q.#„)
= gradQ for some real function W on R" and W satisfies
¿M-2 < W(Jf) < C|x|~2 . In particular, for Q = 0, Xq reduces to the
singular Schrödinger operator -A+ W{x). Among other results, it is shown that
the maximal operator (associated with the xq ) is the closure of the minimal
operator, and its domain is precisely

Dom [ ^2(id/dXj + qj(x))1J n Dom(tt'),
provided that C > c> -n(n - 4)/4 .

1. Introduction
Consider the formal differential expression
xc = H0 + V = -A + c/\x\2

acting on functions on R" ; here A is the Laplacian and c is a real constant.
The minimal and maximal operators associated with xc, Hcm and HcM , are
given by x acting on the domains
3¡(Hcm) = C0 (R \{0}) = {ue C
2?(HcM)
cM) = {ueL2(Rn):
{ueL2(Rn):

(R ): u has compact support in R \{0}}

c\x\~2u
e l'(Rb)
c\x\-2ueL\0C(

, xueL2(Rn)}.
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(Here
These
erties.
(i)

and in the sequel, " m " stands for minimal and " M " for maximal.)
operators, viewed as operators on L (Rn), have many remarkable prop(Cf. [7]; see also [ 1, 8].) In particular we have:
Hcm is semibounded if and only if Hcm > 0 if and only if c >

~[(n-2)/2]2.
(ii) Hcm is essentially selfadjoint

if and only if c > -n(n

- 4)/4 = 1-

[(«-2)/2f.
(iii) Hcm = HcM if and only if c > -n(n - 4)/4.
The remarkable aspect of (i)-(iii) is that these properties depend on the values
of c rather than the form of the potential. This is a hightly unusual occurrence
in perturbation theory, and it shows that c/|x| cannot be thought of as a small

perturbation of -A if c ^ 0.
In our earlier paper [5] we extended these and other related results by taking
advantage of scaling properties. More precisely, let H0 = -A, V(x)
ex
and k > 0. The unitary scaling operator U(k) is defined by

(U(X)f)(x)

*.nllf(x)

for / eL2(Rn),

xeR".

Then

U(k)AU(k) ' = k 2A
holds for both A - H„o and A = V (i.e., A is multiplication by V(x)).
2
It turns out that the same is true of
Thus -A and V(x) both scale like k
, and this fact formed part of the heuristic background
^(id/dXj+aXj/lxl2)2
for [5]. On the other hand, the vector whose jth component is ax-|x " (for
a G R) is the gradient of a log |x|. Operators of the form

E(ia/3X;-r-i,(x))

(i;

2 + c|x|2

where (q , ... q„) = grad Q , turn out to have the same properties as Hcm . Such
a (<7• ■■• >O will be termed a gradient magnetic vector potential. Properties
of the operator (1) will be discussed in the sequel.
2. Background

Clearly
3f(HcM)D^(H0)n^(V).

It was recently discovered [2, 6, 12], that the converse containment holds if and
only if c> -n(n - 4)/4. (Cf. also [3, 5, 7, 9, 10].) Thus to (i)—(iii)we can add
(iv) 3(HcM) = 3t(H0) n2(V.) = {¥ € W22(Rn): \x\ ~2ueL2(R)} for

|
oc0(n)

if n = 1 or 3 ,

1 if n = 2 ,

0 if « > 4.
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In particular, (iii) shows that (iv) holds only if Hcm is essentially selfadjoint,
in which case Hcm = HcM is selfadjoint.

In fact, from [12] we can rewrite the criterion for (iv) in a more general form

as follows.
Proposition 1. Let HcM, HQ, and V be as above. Then the following four
statements are equivalent.
(a) 3f{HeM)=2{HQ)n3f(y).
(b) There exist constants a > 0, b > 0 such that
\\Vu\\<a\\HcMu\\ + b\\u\\

holds for all u e 2¡(HcM).
(c) There exists a constant a > 0 such that
\\Vu\\<a\\HcMu\\

holds for all u e 3¡(HcM).
(d) 2S(HcM)cz2S(V) and \\V(HcM + I)~l\\ < oo.
In [5] we extended this to
n

Tm = H0a + V = Y,(idldXJ + aXjl\X\2)2 + C/\X\2
(for a, c e R ) acting on functions on R". As before, let Hcam and HcaM
denote the minimal and maximal operators associated with xca on L (Rn),
&(Hcam) = C~(R"\{0}),

3>(HcaM) = {ue L2(Rn): c\x\~2u e L'Xoc(R")', xcau e L2(Rn)}.

Then Proposition 1 holds with HcM replaced by HcaM for all a e R.
In [5] we also pointed out the obstacle to (iv) holding for all positive c in
dimensions 2 and 3. Let ß^ = L (Rn) and let ßfx be the closure in ^ of

i / e L2(R") n C(R"): I

f(x) dSx = 0 for each r > 0 \ ,

i.e. ß?x, consists of the functions in %^ having spherical means zero.

For

/ = 0,1 ,2, ... let
Ml = L2([0,œ))®H'(S"-[),
so that the spherical harmonic decomposition of L (R") [13, p. 138ff.] becomes
oo

&Q= L2([0 ,oo))® L2(S"~X) = L2([0 ,oo))®($

oo

H'(Sn-1) sQM,,

1=0

and we have

oc

JTx=M0± = ®Mr
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It was shown in [5] that a careful examination of the proof in [13] shows that
for c> 0 and j = 0, 1, there is a constant a(j ,n) such that
(2)

\\Vu\\<a(j,n)\\HcMu\\

holds for all u e3(HcM){)%?(iv)) and

and all c > c (ai) , where c0(n), is as before (in

il

if n = 1,

c,(«)
lV = \I 0 if« > 4.

Thus the obstruction to (iv) holding in dimension 2 and 3 is the subspace M0
of radial functions.

3. Gradient

magnetic

vector

potentials

One of our goals here is to generalize the above results to the minimal and
maximal operators, HQm and HQM , associated with the differential expression
n

xQ= H(Q) + W = E('¿Vax, + qj(x)f + W(x)
j=y
where (qx, ... ,qn) = gradß

for some real function

Q in WXoc(Rn) and where

the real function W e Lloc(R"\{0}) satisfies W(x)>c/\x\
for all x and some
c > -n(n - 4)/4. The connection between xQ and the Schrödinger operator
-A + W(x) is made clear by the following result.
Proposition 2. Let A} = id/dx - + q.(x) for j = 1.n

gradö

where (qx , ... ,qn) =

for some real function Q in WXoc(Rn). Let U be the unitary operator

of multiplication by e

. Then for j e {1.n},

A. = JJBJJ-

where

Bj = id/dx j acts on 2¡(Bj) = {u e L2(R"): the distributional derivative du/dXj
is in L2(R")}.
Proof. A straightforward

computation gives

UBV~Xu
= (id/dx.j + qXx))u
j
j

for any u e 2{A¡) - eiQ2¡(Bj).

u

The point of the above computation is that the unitary operator

U is inde-

pendent of j.
Note that for 0 = 0, the minimal operator Hom is known to be essentially
selfadjoint [11]. Also, Hom — HoM . Combining these observations with the

facts that H(Q) = £"=1 A2 and UWU~l = W leads to the following result.
Corollary 3. Let Q be as in Proposition 2. Then HQm is essentially selfadjoint,

TT^ = HQM, and 3f(HQM) = e'Q®(HoM).
H. Kalf [6] conjectured that for suitable values of c , 3¡(HoM) = 3>(HQ) n
31 (W). We shall establish a special case of this conjecture. Namely, we shall
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verify it for (measurable) potentials W satisfying
(3)

cx/\x\2<W(x)<c2/\x\2

+ c3

for any constants c( satisfying
(4)

-n(n-4)/4<cx

<c2,

c3>0.

Theorem 4. Let (3) and (4) hold. Let Q be as in Proposition 2. Then there
exists a constant a, depending only on cx , c2 and c3, such that

(5)

\\Wu\\<a\\HQMu\\+a\\u\\

holdsfor all ue2(HQM). Thus
2l(HQM)=3(H(Q))n2!(W)
and HQM is selfadjoint.
Proof. It follows from the previous discussion that (5) holds if and only if
(6)

||^w||<a||//oMw||

+ ¿>||w||

holds for all u e 2S(HoM). Clearly (6) is equivalent to

\\W(HoM+ I)-X\\ = \\W(HQ+ W + îr'll
Let V(x) - c,/|x|2.

< co.

Then by Proposition 1 and (2) we have

||F(JfYf|A/ + /r1||

= \\V(H0 + V+ 1)-'||

< oo

if and only if cx > -n(n - 4)/4.
Note that cx can be negative only in dimension five or more. Define cutoff
functions
Uu(x) = U(x)oxcxv2,
according as |x| > \/v or \x\ < \/v, for U = V, W. Then Vv and Wv are
in L°°(R"), and Vv < Wv holds on R" . The Trotter product formula (cf. e.g.

[4, 8]) implies that
exp{-t(H0

+ Wn)}cp< exp{-t(H0

+ Vn)}4>

for all 0 <<j>e L (Rn). Integrating this inequality gives the resolvent inequality

(H0 + wn + \y'4><(HQ + vn + \)-x4>
for all 0 < <j)e L2(Rn). Letting n -» oo gives

(7)
for all such <p.

(H0+w+\y'<t><(H0+v+\)-'<t>

From (3) we deduce, for all 0 < tf>e Lz(Rn),

\)-[<f>< max(|c,|, \c2\)\xf2(H0 +W+ 1)"V
Í max(\cx\,\c2\)\x\-2(H0

+ V+l)-l<p

+ cJH0 + ^ + 1ft4>
by (7).
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Next recall that for a bounded, positivity preserving operator A we have
\Ay/\ < A\y/\ a.e. for each y/ e L2(R"). Thus we deduce
\\W(H0 +W+

I)"1!! < max(|c,|, |c2|)|| \x\~2(H0 + V+ lf[\\
+ c3\\(H0 + V+l)-l\\<œ.

This completes the proof.

D

We remark that when cx > 0, the approximation argument (involving VV,WV)
becomes unnecessary and the above proof simplifies.
The purpose of c3 was to write W as Wx + W2 where
cj\x\2

< Wx(x)<c2/\x\2

,

W2eL°°(Rn).

The bounded potential W2 is a small perturbation of HQ+ Wx from the viewpoint of selfadjointness. Various unbounded potentials could take its place.
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